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The Combustion of l~xplosives
S. F. Son
I . s Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545
Abstract. The safe use of energetic materials has been scientifically studied for over 100 years. Even with
this long history of scientific inquiry, the level of understanding of the important deflagration phenomena in
accidental initiations of high explosives remains inadequate to predict the response to possible thermal and
mechanical (impact) scenarios. The! search also continues for more well behaved explosives and propellants
that perform well, yet are insensitive. Once ignition occurs in an explosive, the question then becomes what
the resulting violence will be. The classical view is that simple wave propagation proceeds from the ignition
point. Recently, several experiments have elucidated the importance of reactive cracks involved in reaction
violence in both thermally ignited experiments and impacted explosives, in contrast to classical assumptions,
This work presents a viiw of reaction violence, in both thermal and mechanical insults, that argues for the
importance of reactive cracks, rather than simple wave propagation processes. Recent work in this area will
be reviewed and presented. Initial results involving novel energetic materials will also be discussed.

INTRODUCTIOW
Energetic materials
inclutlc propellants,
explosives, and pyrotechnics. The application of
these materials includc rocket motors, guns,
explosive bolts, weapon systems, air bags, and of
course fireworks. Since the first energetic material
(black powder), the safe use: of these materials has
been of intcrest. For example, in 1864 a niajor
explosion at the Nobel factory in Stockholm claimed
the lives of Alfred's brother Emil and four other
people. This accident, in part, drove Alfred Nobel
to the invention of dynamite that was much safer
than nitroglycerine. The safe use of energetic
materials remains a concern today. In this paper, an
ovewiew of recent efforts at Los Alamos to obtain
an improved understanding of the mechanisms of
accidental initiation of energetic tnaterials will be
presented. The importance of the interaction of
combustion with cracks in both thermally and
mechanically insulted explosives wrll be presented.
Ongoing work using new classes of explosives
and propellants, specifically high nitrogen materials
and nanoscale thermites (also called known as
Metastable Intermolecular Composites, or MIC),
will be presented, High-nitrogen (HN) compounds
may be key to meeting thr: advanced performance
objectives of next-generation energetic materials (1-

3). High-nitrogen solids offer the possibility of high
performance (both as propellants and explosives),
reduced emissions, and lower plume signature (low
temperature and no HCI) than current propellant
systems. The theoretical specific impulse is
comparable to octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro- 1,3,5,7tetrazocine (HMX) and some have been shown to
have detonation properties superior to HMX. In
contrast to HMX, however, high-nitrogen materials
tend to be insensitive to impact. Because highnitrogen energetic materials have intrinsically large
positive heats of formation and produce low
molecular weight reaction products, they may be
ideally suitable for consideration in highperformance propellant and explosive uses, such as
micropropulsionand microdetonation applications.
Nanoscale thermites offer the possibility of
tunable energy release rates, high density, high
energy, low temperatures, and low toxicity (4).
These materials have been shown to have very high
propagation rates in loose powders. In sharp contrast
to HN materials, the Al/MoO3 system considered
produces little gas, but yields very high
temperatures. In this paper, we present some initial
results and argue that by studying these novel
materials (specifically HN and nanoscale thermites)
we gain insight into the physics of unusual
combustion, and therefore gain understanding, and
confidence in the modeling, of accident scenarios
involving more typical materials.
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C:onvective burning can be an itnportant step in
the
deflagration-to-detonation
transition
in
explosives and other energetic materials (5-7).
Normal deflagration involves primarily conductive
heat transfer from the gas-phase flame region to the
stirface, and i o a lesser extcnt, radiation transport
from the gas to the solid. In contrast, convective
burning involves heat transfer via mass flow. Defects
increase the available surface arca where combustion
can occur and are necessary for convective burning in
cnergetic materials.
The eficct of defects on
combustion has major implications for thc safety
and reliability of energetic niatcrials.
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In accitbit scenarios, relatively low-spcetl
dcflapration procesfjes play B ci itical role in
dclcrminiiig thc rrltiniatc reaction violence. Reac;tion
propagation may begin as conchiclively diiwti
(nwrnal) combustion, transit lo convective
coinbristion (advcclivc mergy Iransport), indmx
compactii)n-initiated
coinbustion
(mechanical
tlissipation), and possibly lead to detonation
(reactive wa'rrt: propigalion shack waves). Nonnal
tleflagration and dehniitiotl art: relatively well
studied.
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Piglirc 2. Flame fioiit lociition iu long conlitii:d slot
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Figure 3. Darriaged long confined slot experiment.

Voids and cracks in explosives may result from
numerous environmental and physical factors.
Impact, aging, and variations in temperature and
pressure associated with combustion are a few of the
factors that can produce defccts. At sufficiently high
pressures, the surface area of a defect becomes
accessible to deflagration. Defects can trap the hot
reaction products, creating the necessary pressure
gratlienl for convective burning, and may induce
further cracking. A few studies exist on the cKects
of voids ancl cracks on the combustion of some
common propellants(7-8), h i t relatively few studies
exist of the effects of voids and cracks on the
combustion of high explosives (HE) (7). One
example is the study by Rarnaswamy and Field who
studied hot spot and crack propagation in single
crystals of RI3X (9) Formulated explosives, using
HMX,
(octahydro- 1,3,5,7-tetranitro- 1,3,5,7tetrauocine), typically include a binder that makes it
possible to ticsensitize arid shape the explosive
formulation. Hinder affects the number, shape, and
size of voids, as well as influences somewhat the
combustion.

Kcccrit ixpixinirnts highlight h*iniportance of
cracks and voids iu the ignition, conrhuution, m i d
reaction virrlence of PI3X 950 I. I'lw Sleveri '1 csi
deterniincs the critical impact vclocaty oT a Iipjitly
conlined cncigetic inatcriiil to the low- speed impact
of a b h n i :;t~elprojcctilc. Radial ]:I z i k q cmaililtirg
from lhc inipact point art: qiparenl for a test whcrc
no sustaiiacl reactioii occiiircd (10). lclar et ul. (10)
find that chiig,ed P I 3 X 9501 lias it silpificiuntly
lowt:r impact tlireshold Cor violcinl rcaclion h i r
pristine Irlitt erid.

samplc. 'They detect reaction, indicated by luminous
cniission, throughout cracks that arc caused by
pressurization duc to production of reactive gases
( I 3 ) . The fast reactive waves, indicated by the
luwinosity, propagate through the cracks at
velocities on Ihe order of 500 m/s. An interesting
question is whether reaction is spread into these
criiclts via convective processes, or whether crack tip
dissipation ignites the material.
Crack tip
dissipation is expected to provide only a small
amount of cnergy. However, in the MCCO
experimcnts thc material is already at an elevated
leinperature so very little enerby is necded for
reaction to occur. Recent initial experiments have
been performed on pristine materials that show
reactive cracks. These results are shown below.
In recent carefidly heated cook-off (thermal

Figrire 5. Image!, fiom radial burn experiment. Part (a) shows the
initial ignition in the center and pait (b), 0.5 ins later, shows
illaminated cracks that extciid from thc center ignition site to the
confinement ling.

explosion) experiments involving larger-scale
explosive charges in an iinviular configuration (14),
ncaily symmetric compression of the inner wall was
observed, although thermocouple records indicate
ignition occurred asymmetrically. Consequently, it
is surniised that some physical mechanism must
spread reaction around the ;mnular explosive charge,
followed by violent rcaction yielding a tiearly
synirnctric connprcssion of the inner walls.
Spreading of ignition sites must occur at a rate on
the order of 1000 m/s. Connected porosity is
cxpccted in this inaterial liecause it is heated for
se veml
hours
at
ulevated
temperatures.
Consequently, convective burning is one possible
nrixhanisin to provide thi!; spreading of ignition.
Convective burning in this material has not k e n
observed before at speeds near 1000 m/s in PBX
950 I Reccrit experiments have shown that thcse
rates are achievable in PBX 9501. Initial results are
preseiited below.
I

I+uisc:ly xiiachrtrcd slots in I'RX 950 1 Iias
allowed 11s 10 cxiunitle the proyagalioxi of' liwt
icactivc wavw in psncclo-crac:ks of P I X 950 I,
focusing on the rerzctive w;im: velocity aiid on h e
iiitcrplay oi' pressurc and cr;ick
( 15).
In othcr w0rd.i we try to cliniiriiitc itrc
mechanic:, i ti the p~~oblcrm
to study thr: cotnbustion
in isolatilori. Initial c x j m imcnts wcre perhuned
witti 4 C I ~ I slots that wtxe opcn lo ;ipxcssiirimd

slot. Rcactive wave velocities as high as 100 m/s
are observed in cxperiments at initial pressures of
17.2 MPa and various dot widths.
Similar
cxpcliments a1 lower pressure sometiines exhibit
oscillatory rcaclive wave propagation in the slot with
periodic oscillations whose frequencies vary with
combustion vessel pressure.
Although the
propagation rates achieved were impressive
considering the length of the channel and that an end
of the gap was open to a large volume, the question
remained concerning the ultimate ignition spread
rates attainablc.
I,ong Highly Confined Gap Experiment
More highly confined cxperiments, with longer
designed and initial experiments were
perfortncd. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup
used. PBX 9501 was mounted on brass and
sliimilred to produce an 80 pili gap, 19 cin long.
'The end of the gap was ignited in a small breach ma
with an oqual mixture (by weight) of Al' and DEI'IT.
Pressure was ineasured in the breach area and at four
localions down the length ofthe crack. A Plexiglass
window provided optical access to the experiment.
For low violence events it was expected that this
window would release.
An initial experiment was performed with inert
material. No light was observed in the gap from the
ignition package (APDI-IT mixture) and pressures
wc'rc small. The tirst experiment with PBX 9501
was not scaled well and after a quick spread of
reaction down the gap (-500 ids), product gases
were released below the window. In the second
experiment, a good seal was obtained. An ignition
front again spread rapidly through the slot,
approaching specds of 1500 t n h , followed by
drimlatic failure of the experiment. The speeds were
obtained from both the visual and pressure data (see
Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the resulting damage to the
cell. There were not clear indications of detonation,
although the damage was severe.
An additional series of experiments in this
configuration is planned and a more complete
description of this series of experiments will appear
in another publication.
However, this initial
experiment clcarly shows that convective burning in
slols in PBX 9501 can reach ignition spread rates
over 1000 m/s, which a main
c h i l ~ i twere
~l~
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large-voltumc environnicn(. Experirrienis at i r d ial
pressures of 6.0 MPa revmil monotonic reactivc wave
propagaliun vclocitim around '7 iniv Ibr a 100-pnr

I:il:urLh 4 shows a schematic 01' the Indial b n r ~ i
experimeiit, or Cindy test.
'l'lxe radial tlLlrll
experiment is neaxly tlie same ;IS the MC'CO
experimeiit, crrcept that it is tlesignerl to lit into our
pressure vessel, pressure is rncasured in the caitcr
ignition lrok:, mcl pristine rlaatcrial is considered (it
is riol hcittd), WC ~ O U K lliat
I~
wt: could aclrievc
ignition in lirisiinc rrratcrials if the ptessure w;is
initially sjufiiciently high or it good seal is achit:vt.xl
(using thin 'Rc tloni sheat:.,) siicti t l u t h e nichmuie
wire could pyrolyze enough p i s l o iaisc the pressutc
sulticcierrtLy.

Mi.

Figuros 5 sliows sonic initial olrservations liom
this expzriuient
The piessurt: iises very fmt
(reaching p1-eiisures near L GP'a) as ignition occuis in
the small (miter hole (1 m n d i i ~ ~ ~ e ~'lliis
e ~ ' )quickly
.
creates r d a l cracks that ;ire i1luiiliri:ati:d by reaclion.
Tho aluminum confinelciier it riiig,s weie quickly
breached by the hot rcaclivc: ga
t:xperimcnts. Additional c:xpcriments will use coppx
lings (of v a ~ i u u sthnckncs:,es) that ni;iy provide IKIUIX
adt*qlIiltc confinement.
IVevei thekss, lhese
experinieatr are qualitalivdy similar lo the MC'CO
expcriments. Since the tnatcrials Wac not pretieakd,
the energy dissipated by tho cntck tip cannoc be
ex~xxtedto axplain the ignition of thc: reaction in 1 1 ~
cracks.
Consequently, the rntrs& prolmble
r:xplaiiation i s Ihat the cracks alc opencd by tlie
pressuriz;tticni from the biiriiing arid convective
burning spreads the reaction through tlie crack.
a

liccently :it Eos Alamos we have studied the
combustion of several novel energetic materials.
Bolli materials exhibit rapid, presumably convective,
buitiing in a small niound of material. The first
mntcrial is EITATZ, which is a high nitrogen
cornpound.
This material burns rapidly, aml
produces lots of gas at moderate temperatures. The
second is a nano-scale thermite (AlNoO,) system
that reacts very quickly at high temperatures, and
produces solid products. It is interesting to contrast
the behavior of these materials in similar
experiments,

High Nitrogen Materials
Fkcently, we have studied the combustion of new
energetic milterials, called high-nitrogen (HN)
compounds (1-3). These materials have many
inreresting properties that have many possible
applications, ;uid this will be published elsewhere.
Soirie of these materials, such as RTATZ, burn with
very little luminosity and burn rapidly. Burning
RTKIY in an open configuration (simple mound of
material) is shown in Fig. 0. BTATZ burns on the
order of centimeters per second in normal burning.
In this configuration the ignition spread rate for
loose powder is two orders of magnitude faster. In
part (a) of Fig. G material on the surface of the
mound can be seen to move ah6d of where the
milterial is clearly reacting. This appears to be a
sell-confined convective sprc:ad of ignition within the
mound.
Nanoscale Thermite
Similar unconfined experiments were performed
using rianoscdc thermites (or MIC). Since these
matdals yield solid phase products, it might be
assumed that rapid burning would not occur, yet
propagation rates exceed 100 in/s. This far exceed5
DTA'C?. in a similar configuration. With the small
size of the reactants the barrier to reaction is small in
the MIC material. Furthermore, initial air is likely
heated and behaves as a working fluid, and gaseous
intermediates are probable for this system bceause of
the high temperatures. Figure 7 shows an image
from a high-speed video record. A large plume is
evident, with the leading edge in the mound of
material. The resulting propagation rate is nearly
constant except initial and final transients.

of these MIC inalerials the rcaci.ion rate can be
adjusted. This could potentially be a valuable tool in
the study of the propagation physics involved in
these materials, and could provide uniquc model
validation data. Classical energetic materials, of
coursc, provide 110 means of adjusting the reaction
rate.

CONCLUSIONS
‘rhis paper examines the role of reactive cracks
inreaction violence. Recent results are presented that
illustraie the importance of convective burning in
accident scenarios. Recent work in this area was
rcviewed and presented. Initial work involving
iiovcl energetic materials was presented. These
materials crwte conditions that are in a difi‘erent
parameter space than classical materials and therefore
offer a unique perspective of rapid combustion in
energertic materials.
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